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Pass OriginalGrid to Solver 













Assemble Grids in to a single block grid 
under the name OriginalGrid.
theta(1)=0
theta(i)
grid(i), as theta(i). As a convention, Grid(1) is   
Decide angle of rotation for each rotating grid
stationary and so 
, 



























Cylindrical rotating surface CylRsurf
Axis of Rotation

























Base Cylindrical stationary surface CylSsurf
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Search path for point P1
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create a new node at the intersection of edges and a new 
face from the overlapping region.
Step5: Update all faces and cells, inside the rotating and the
 stationary grids, which are conneted to the rotating surfaces 
or the correponding stationary surfaces.
Step4: From each stationary face and it’s overlapping face, 
Step3: For each face of stationary surface, find all faces of  
surface
Step1: Rotate the nodes of the rotating grid by the   
Step2: New node creation from the nodes of rotating.
rotating surface which overlap this face.
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